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The Breast Cancer Patient's Survival
Guide: Amazing Medical Strategies
For Winning: A Natural Guide To
Treatment Of Cancer, Breast Cancer,
Cancer And Nutrition, Beating
Cancer And Fighting Cancer

Want to Live? Want to Beat That Cancer? Do Everything Possible to Win? See Your Kids &
Grandkids Grow Up? Walk Away ALIVE?There are WELL DOCUMENTED, PEER REVIEWED
Studies That Show You Free or Nearly Free Things You Can DO That REALLY IMPROVE YOUR
CHANCES! I'm a #1 Bestselling (in Health) author and spent 5 years writing this little book for my
wife and her family -- so far, except for her, they ALL have gotten BREAST CANCER and they all
died. It's horrible. And they're NOT BRCA gene positive. She's the lone survivor still standing (she
was the youngest out of 5 women) and I really wish to keep her that way. So let me share what I
found with you -- it's written from my heart, it's everything I could come up with after 30 years of
practicing medicine. And I wrote this for you -- you women with breast cancer -- trying to survive,
scared to death. I want to level the playing field for you...AND I FOUND IT'S AMAZING WHAT ALL
YOU CAN DO TO SURVIVE!I believe, with all my heart, that if you do everything that studies
suggest you should do, you can increase your odds of survival, odds of WINNING, odds of killing
the beast of BREAST CANCER, MANY-FOLD. First I tell you how to REALLY predict your odds of
getting breast cancer -- you have to know this.Then I tell you EVERYTHING documented in the
peer-reviewed medical literature that can help you prevent breast cancer. 30+ STEPS! WOW!Then I
give you the meat -- for those of you with breast cancer (I am soo sorry) -- on EVERYTHING you
can do to improve your odds of surviving, of going into COMPLETE REMISSION (WINNING!!!).
PLUS I give you lists to make it easy to follow.Have ACTIVE Cancer? Doctors say your Chances
are LOW? Scared to DEATH? I show you what kind & how FASTING prior to your CHEMO can
increase your odds of COMPLETE REMISSION plus reduce your chemo side effects.For Early
Stage (or ANY Stage) Cancers I show you how to DRAMATICALLY reduce your chance for
METASTASES -- a CRITICAL THING!Cancer cells have roughly 8X the metabolic needs of regular
cells -- I show you research to use this against those bad cells!Did you know there's a cheap
easy-to-take medication that any doctor can prescribe that INCREASES your chance of
COMPLETE REMISSION by 50% or more?I show you a great (but all natural) prescription medicine
you can get to increase your odds for COMPLETE REMISSION by 5 FOLD!! (Plus get rid of
miserable symptoms caused by some of the therapies you're going through)!ËƒËƒËƒ Whatâ€™s a
Stage 4 Breast Cancer Diagnosis Chance of Survival? 15% UGH! But do what the literature actually
suggests? How high can you go?Whether you have a Stage 1 or Stage 4 BREAST CANCER, you
are in for a FIGHT for YOUR LIFE, and you need to do EVERYTHING your doctor tells you to do -from CHEMO to SURGERY. But what if I can show you how to do what your doctor says but to do it
a little differently, to tweak things a little to massively improve your odds of winning against this

beast? And really-- does your doctor know everything? I don't. And I've been practicing medicine for
30 years. I've even written a textbook on Preventive Medicine (my Program120 book) and 11 other
books (yes, and some have been bestsellers on ) but I wrote this book FOR YOU and FOR YOUR
DOCTORS -- all these studies are peer reviewed, solid and major trials -- nothing small. Your
surgeons and doctors just don't have the time to look all of this up and to sit and chat with you for
hours about all of this. So I put it into a book (and an online course too you can view but that's for
another time and place) -- I've thrown it out there -- and I do not take this lightly or I could be sued
into oblivion. (I even had a key highly positioned gynecologist from a major institution review this
book and placed his foreword in the book -- his comment to me? "T
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Just had mastectomy for Stage 1 Invasive Ductal CA. As a nurse, I learned several things that led
me to check the citations. A totally unacceptable amount of book's material was taken from old
research, studies from 1997-2003. Accessing this info online in Oct 2013 means nothing if data is
not current.

Well Dr. Purser, you've done it again. So much information comprised in an easy to understand
book. I have shared this with so many already and believe these preventive strategies will provide a
greater quality of life to all those who follow it. No matter if you are cancer free or whatever stage the
book will be an invaluable asset to you.

Dr. Purser writes a very packed informational book in a small package. Some of the terminology is a
bit over my head, but perfect to give to your Doctor. I understood most of what he is writing about
and it is easy stuff to do. Dr. Purser also sites up to date studies to back his information. Fasting is
one that really surprised me and it is so easy to do and cost nothing. This books release came at
the exact time that a good friend was just diagnosed with breast cancer and is deciding on
treatments. I sent her the link right away. Thank You Dr Purser for empowering us to take control of
our health.

I haven't' finished this book yet and I do agree with another reviewer that said it is technical but the
information is golden! Take the time to not just read this book but study it if you or someone you
love has breast cancer or you are at high risk. Read it so that you reduce your risks of getting breast
cancer in the first place. Dr. Purser combines his solid medical knowledge with an open mind to
complementary medicine to provide you with the best that science has to offer when it comes to
prevention and recovery.

He truly understands women and their unique hormonal issues and he is a master at helping to
resolve our unique issues! And I am so thankful he used and endorses Young Living Oil!!! THANK
YOU Dr. Purser!!!! theoilstory@ymail.com

I've already skimmed through it and the book offers lots of helpful info--what to do to prevent cancer,
during and after cancer. He is so down to earth and even offers a way to contact him with questions.
The only downside is that it has a lot of acronyms and terms that I'm not familiar with. I'm not sure if
he tells you where to get all of the suggested supplements but then I haven't gotten through it all
thoroughly yet. Looking forward to reading it slower.

I learn something every time I read one of your books. The guidelines are clear and practical. He
does technically explain the why before the what..keep reading. It shows he is thorough.I am

already recommending it to others.

This book was well written and easy to understand and apply the medical strategies for your
survival. I have heard Dr. Purser speak on various topics and when you apply his suggestions you
have positive results.
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